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    York Centre for Asian Research Updates  
In this Issue…  
 
YCAR Members * Melissa Marschke joins University of Ottawa faculty 

 * Robin Roth is Chiang Mai-bound 

  * Albert Schrauwers helps create online exhibit for Sharon Temple

Upcoming Events * Celebrate the food, music and culture of Taiwan this weekend (Aug. 24 to 
26)  

 * Nepali Mela: The Himalayan Festival (Aug. 26) 

 * YCAR Welcome Back Event planned for September 10 from 3 to 5 p.m. at 
280 York Lanes 

 * Bombs, Bullets and Bodies: Women’s Struggle for Justice in Burma, 
Sudan, Burundi and Guatemala (Sept. 14) 

 * Between Words and Images: Linking Cultural Production in Hong Kong 
and Canada (Sept. 24)

 * Challenges of Global Metropolitanization graduate workshop and 
conference (Sept. 27 to 29) 

Opportunities * Early Researcher Award aims to help new Ontario researchers build 
research teams (Nov. 30) 

 * East-West Center offers Asia-Pacific fellowship opportunities (Sept. 15) 

 * Previously-posted opportunities 

Call for Papers * International Conference on Northeast India and its Transnational 
Neighbourhood (January 2008)  

At York * Reading Lab to bring together urban studies, media theory and 
globalization scholars 

York News * Konichiwa! Japan scholars visit York for international conference

 
  

 
YCAR Members: Melissa Marschke join University of Ottawa faculty 

Melissa Marschke, a postdoctoral associate at YCAR since July 2005, is now an 
Assistant Professor at the University of Ottawa and member of the Faculty of Graduate 
and Postdoctoral Studies. She will be teaching two undergraduate courses in the 
International Development and Globalization program.  
 
She specializes in community-based management, livelihood and decision-making 
issues, and has worked as a consultant on writing and analysis issues and in project 
implementation in Cambodia, Thailand and Vietnam. At York, Melissa conducted 

postdoctoral research with the Social Science and Humanities Research Council Major Collaborative 
Research Initiative (SSHRC-MCRI) project on the Agrarian Transition in Southeast Asia. 
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YCAR Members: Robin Roth is Chiang Mai-bound 
Robin Roth, YCAR Faculty Associate and Assistant Professor in the 
Geography Department, will spend this academic year in Thailand conducting 
research. Scheduled to arrive in early September, Robin will be based in the 
city of Chiang Mai, in the north of the country and Thailand's second city. 
 
Robin's SSHRC grant, Reorganizing Landscape and Livelihood: Household 
and Community Responses to Protected Area Establishment, focuses on 
changing environmental governance in remote rural areas of Southeast Asia, 
the highlands of Northern Thailand in particular. Her research investigates conservation-induced livelihood 
change and asks how households and communities make livelihood decisions post park establishment.
 

For more information on Robin's project, click here.   
 
 
YCAR Members: Albert Schrauwers helps create online exhibit for Sharon Temple
An online exhibit to celebrate the 175th anniversary of the Sharon Temple was launched by the Sharon 
Temple Museum Society on August 18. Albert Schrauwers, YCAR faculty associate and Anthropology 
Professor in York’s Faculty of Arts, and Miriam McTiernan, archivist of Ontario, officially launch the site, 
titled 175 Years of Hope: A Celebration of the Sharon Temple and the Children of Peace. 
 
The online exhibition is co-produced by Schrauwers and the Archives of Ontario, and sponsored by the 
Canadian Museums Association. A commemorative book by Mark Fram, Rebuilding Hope: The Sharon 
Temple After 175 Years, was also launched.  
 
The exhibition and the commemorative book make public, for the 
first time, the significant role of the 19th-century religious sect 
Children of Peace in aiding the creation of the democratic 
framework for governance in Canada, and their role in creating 
Canada's first farmers' cooperative and shelter for the homeless. 
(Sharon Temple Museum Archives photograph) 
 
Originally published in Y-File on 17 August 2007.  
 
 
 
Opportunity: Early Researcher Award aims to help new Ontario researchers build 
research teams (Nov. 30) 
The Early Researcher Award program (ERA) is available to full-time faculty or principal investigators who 
are within five years of the start of their independent academic research career. The deadline is November 
30.  
   
The program aims to help promising, recently appointed Ontario researchers build their research teams of 
graduate students, post-doctoral fellows and research associates. The ERA will cover the following 
expenses for research associates, post-doctoral fellows and graduate students carrying out the research: 
salaries and benefits; essential and reasonable travel and expenses related to conferences, workshops or 
seminars; and essential and reasonable travel and expenses related directly to offsite research activities.  
 
Applicants are required to connect youth with researchers and may use up to one per cent of the ERA 
award to undertake annual youth science and technology outreach activities.  
   
Each award to a leading researcher is a maximum of $100,000 and must be matched by an additional 
$50,000 from the researcher’s institution and/or a private sector partner.  
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Program guidelines, application instructions and application forms can be obtained by consulting the MRI 
website. Potential applicants should contact Steven Mataija (Manager, Government Research Initiatives 
Programs) at ORS at x22507. 
 
 

Opportunity: East-West Center offers Asia-Pacific fellowship opportunities (Sept. 
15) 
The East-West Center is an education and research organization established by the U.S. Congress in 
1960 to strengthen relations and understanding among the peoples and nations of Asia, the Pacific, and 
the United States. September 15 is the deadline for Visiting Scholar applications.  
 
EWC is seeking scholars of high accomplishment and promise whose research and presence will 
contribute creatively to the development of its research areas and to the Asia Pacific region. Applicants 
must have a PhD or equivalent. Preference will be given to applicants that have both strong conceptual 
background and demonstrated accomplishments in policy research, and to proposals that are innovative 
and suggest new ways of addressing the challenges that the region faces. For more information, click 
here. For a complete list of fellowships and scholarships, click here.   
 
 
Previously-posted Opportunities: 
* Ecosystem Approaches to Human Health launches graduate awards (September 5) 
 
* 18 IDRC Internship Awards available (September 12) 
 
* Collaborative research supported by International Opportunities Fund program (September 13) 
   
* Funding available for York faculty travelling to conferences (September 15) 
 
* Doctoral fellowship supports archive users at York (September 15)  
 
* EWC seeks Senior Fellow in Economics (Sept. 30) 
 
* Commonwealth Scholarship Awards for graduate study in India (Oct. 13) 
  
* Award to assist in establishment of international research networks (November 24) 
 
* Awards offered for study, research in Korea (January 28, 2008) 
 
* Post-Graduate Research Fellowships available from APFC (February 15, 2008) 
  
* IDRC, SSHRC to support Canadian, developing country research alliance (Nov. 21) 
Eva Schacherl (SSHRC) at (613) 992 7302 or eva.schacherl@sshrc.ca ; or Isabelle Bourgeault-Tassé 
(IDRC) at (613) 236 6163 ext 2343 or by email to ibourgeault-tasse@idrc.ca
 
 
 

Upcoming Event: Celebrate the food, music and culture of Taiwan this weekend 
Friday, 24 August to Sunday, 26 August  *  Harbourfront Centre  *  Toronto   
 
The 2007 Taiwanese Cultural Festival will run this weekend at Toronto's Harbourfront Centre. 
Admission is free. The festival aims to connect the past with creativities of today. Performing arts 
connecting the East and the West, new generation of chefs redefining the culinary art, and fine 
arts of Taiwan exploring the depth of the island's top contemporary artists are some of the 
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http://www.mri.gov.on.ca/english/programs/era/program.asp
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weekend's programs. Another component of the festival is to highlight how Taiwanese Hakka culture has 
transformed. (taiwanfest.ca graphic) 
  

 
Upcoming Event: Nepali Mela: The Himalayan Festival 

26 August 2007  *  Nathan Phillips Square  *  Toronto 
The Nepalese Canadian Community is organizing a one-day outdoor Nepali cultural 
festival in Toronto called the 'Nepali Mela: The Himalayan Festival' (mela in Nepali 
means festival). The Mela will provide a platform for participants to experience and 
celebrate the rich cultural heritage of Nepal. It will feature an extensive array of 
Nepalese arts, crafts, foods and music that will give a taste of the diversity of Nepal.  

 
For more information, please visit www.nccs.ca/
 
 

 
 
Upcoming Event: YCAR Welcome Back Event planned for September 10 

Monday, September 10  *  York Lanes 280  *  Keele campus 
 
Mark it in your calendars! Everyone is invited to YCAR's annual Welcome Back event on September 10.  
Refreshments and snacks will be served and you can hear more about the Centre's plans and activities for 
the new academic year. For those who are new to the Centre or to the university, it is an excellent 
opportunity to meet many members of the Asian Studies community.  
 
For more information, contact Alicia.   
 
 
Upcoming Event: Bombs, Bullets and Bodies: Women’s Struggle for Justice in 
Burma, Sudan, Burundi and Guatemala 

Friday, September 14  *  10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.  *  Senate Chamber, N940  *   Ross Building   
 

The Centre for Feminist Research, the Centre for Refugee Studies and Inter Pares will be hosting a panel 
with five women from Burma, Sudan, Burundi and Guatemala to highlight the challenges of breaking the 
silence on the issue of systematic sexual abuse suffered by women. The panelists will share their 
experiences, learning and dilemmas in working directly with women survivors of sexual violence in 
situations of conflict and the aftermath, and in regional and international policy arenas. 
 
In particular, participants will discuss the challenges of research and documentation on this issue, and 
share their thoughts on the possibilities for collaboration and dialogue across boundaries of space and 
place. 
 
The panelists include: Zipporah Sein (Burma/Karen Women’s Organization); Asha El-Karib (Sudan/Gender 
Centre for Research and Training); Fahima A. Hashim (Sudan/Salmmah Women’s Resource Centre); 
Sophie Havyarimana (ACORD-Burundi); Luz Méndez (Guatemala/Women Agents for Change Consortium) 
 
For more information on the event, please contact Professor Alison Crosby at or click here.   
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Upcoming Event: Between Words and Images: Linking Cultural Production in 
Hong Kong and Canada 

 24 September 2007 * York Lanes 280, York University *  9:30 am to 4:00 pm 
 
As 2007 is the 10th anniversary of the establishment of Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, YCAR 
has once again organized a mini-symposium series on Hong Kong. The focus of the September 24 event 
is Cultural Production -- mass media studies, film studies, education, space design and consumption as 
well as cultural critiques. 
 
Participants will present an overview of the development of Hong Kong culture in different genres and/or 
changes of the everyday life of the Chinese community in Canada since 1997. As transnational studies on 
Hong Kong are still emerging, this symposium will also provide an excellent opportunity for interested 
students, faculty and community members who are interested in exploring future research possibilities and 
diaspora connections. 
 
YCAR welcomes anyone interested in Hong Kong cultural studies to attend the symposium. The program 
and list of speakers will be announced shortly. Refreshment and light lunch will be included.  
 
Please RSVP to Alicia by Thursday, 20 September at ycar@yorku.ca. For more information, please dial 
416 736 2100 ext 44068 or email ycar@yorku.ca  
 

 
Upcoming Event: Challenges of Global Metropolitanization: Interdisciplinary 
Perspectives on Toronto, Shanghai, Hong Kong and Singapore 

September 27 to 29, 2007  *   Keele Campus 
 
YCAR will be co-sponsoring Challenges of Global Metropolitanization: Interdisciplinary Perspectives on 
Toronto, Shanghai, Hong Kong and Singapore in late September. The one-day graduate workshop and 
two-day conference is being organized by the City Institute at York University. 
 
Both events will allow for in depth discussions of urban trends in the “global city clique” of Toronto, 
Shanghai, Hong Kong and Singapore -- cities connected through capital, culture, communications and, 
tragically, infectious disease.  
 
For more information, contact the City Institute at city@yorku.ca or dial 416 650 8125 or visit 
www.yorku.ca/ycar/Events/Challenges_of_Global Metropolitanization.html
 
 
Call for Papers: International Conference on Northeast India and its Transnational 
Neighbourhood  
The Asian Borderlands Research Network is seeking paper proposals from Burma/Myanmar, Thailand and 
elsewhere in Southeast Asia as well as from researchers working on issues relevant to the conference in 
this region. The conference will be held in Guwahati, India, in January 2008. 
 
Conference themes include: 1) Asian Perspectives on Northeast India; 2) Assessing recent India-
Southeast Asia interactions; 3) Beyond tribes and plainsmen: the historical dynamics of hills-plains 
interactions in the South, East, Central and Southeast Asian borderlands; 4) Social and religious 
transformations in Northeast India and its transnational neighbourhood; 5) Developmental challenges for 
Northeast India from transnational perspectives; 6) Networks, routes and resources across borders.
 
Details of the conference and how to submit a proposal are available at www.asianborderlands.net/. For 
more information please contact Erik de Maaker, Sanjib Baruah or Mandy Sadan. 
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At York: Reading Lab to bring together urban studies, media theory and 
globalization scholars 
Dr Peer Zumbansen is hoping the Reading Lab will become a successful tool for York scholars this year. 
The research seminar series for the Critical Research Laboratory for multimedia projects on global cities 
(CRL) and the Visible Cities Archive at York University will take place in the Fall and Winter terms.  
 
It is hoped that the Reading Lab will bring together researchers, experts, academics, students and 
practitioners from different fields in and outside of York focusing on urban studies, media theory and 
globalization.  
 
Activists include discussion of seminal readings in the methodology and theory of the city at the 
intersection of sociology, history, political science, geography, law and media studies in order to facilitate 
and inspire a convergence of different disciplines.  
 
The fall session begins on 10 September. 
 
"Our great hope is for the Reading Lab to become a unique opportunity for both students and faculty at 
York, along with experts practicing in their respective fields outside the university, to exchange and 
contrast different approaches and knowledge about the city," said Dr Zumbansen. 
 
For further information and background on the Critical Research Laboratory for multimedia projects on 
global cities and on the Reading Lab itself, click here. 
 
 
York News: Konichiwa! Japan scholars visit York for international conference
Japan scholars from around the world converged on York University’s Keele campus last week to 
participate in a four-day conference, which ran from Aug. 16 to 19. The meeting, hosted by the Japan 
Studies Association of Canada (JSAC), had a unique York influence as it was chaired by York Japanese 
studies Professor Norio Ota.  
 
Ota, the coordinator of the Japanese studies section in the Department of Languages, Literatures & 
Linguistics in York’s Faculty of Arts, is also a director of JSAC.  
 
During the four days, conference participants attended sessions 
organized under the central theme "Japan and Its Eventuality: Pushing 
the Envelope Further". Scholars, researchers and graduate students, 
some from as far away as Australia and Japan, presented papers at the 
event. The conference also included the dedication of an upcoming 
festschrift which is being created to honour JSAC’s founder, the late 
Klaus Pringsheimm, and it offered a celebration of the 20th anniversary 
of JSAC. Y-FILE photograph
 
For the complete story, please see Y-FILE, 23 August 2007.  
 
 (Lt-Rt): Consul-General of Japan Koichi Kawakami; Professor Norio Ota; Norma Sue Fisher-Stitt (York 
Associate Vice-President Academic Learning Initiatives); Robert Drummond (Dean, York Faculty of Arts); 
and Fumika Ikawa-Smith (JSAC President). 
 
 
 

 
York Centre for Asian Research (YCAR) To comment or for more information, contact ycar@yorku.ca   

Ste. 270 York Lanes, York University, 4700 Keele Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M3J 1P3.  
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